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• No considerable effect of stimulus
geometrical shape on the accuracy of eye
tracker calibration was revealed.

• The gaze parameters changed significantly
depending on the location of calibration
plane only for some positions on the screen.

• By calibrating the eye tracker for one depth
plane, eye movements may be assessed
with a certain accuracy for the depth planes
which are 1 cm closer or further away from
the calibration plane.
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METHOD

Participants:
• Twelve subjects (age: 19-32 years) with normal or corrected-

to-normal vision.

Stimulus:
• Four types of stimuli (size: 0.6°) were chosen to be shown at 

five positions on the screen (max – 9° eccentricity).

Equipment:
• Visual stimuli were presented on the flat-panel monitor BenQ

(model: 8OJ50LB, resolution: 1920x1080 px).
• Eye movements were recorded using EyeLink 1000 Plus.

Offset calculation:

ne – recorded position of gaze direction (px), ni – stimulus position on the screen (px),
r – screen resolution (px), l – length or width of screen (m), D – viewing distance (m).

Task: to follow the stimulus that appeared at
different positions on the flat-panel display in two
calibration conditions:
1. the distances of calibration planes and the ones

of stimulus planes coincided,
2. the calibration was performed at a distance of

70 cm, but the stimuli were shown per 1 cm
closer or farther away from the calibration plane.

The horizontal (H) and vertical (V) offsets of gaze
parameters were calculated offline.
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• The objective assessment of user experience for innovative three-
dimensional visualization systems, such as multi-plane displays [1],
requires the adoption of eye tracking that was previously used only
with flat-panel monitors [2].

• To make an eye-tracker calibration software for the multi-plane
display, the visual stimulus which ensures the most stable eye
fixation should be used [3].

• To optimize the calibration procedure, it is important to elucidate
whether there is a possibility to calibrate the eye tracker for one
plane, and to obtain sufficiently accurate data for the planes which
are located closer or further away from the calibration plane.
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Image plane is closer than the calibration plane: Average offset:

Average offset:Image plane is further than the calibration plane:
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